Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies have led to a ubiquity of 17 molecular sequence data. This data avalanche is particularly challenging in metagenetics, 18 which focuses on taxonomic identification of sequences obtained from diverse microbial 19 environments. To achieve this, phylogenetic placement methods determine how these 20 sequences fit into an evolutionary context. Previous implementations of phylogenetic 21 placement algorithms, such as the Evolutionary Placement Algorithm (EPA) included in 22 RAxML, or pplacer, are being increasingly used for this purpose. However, due to the 23 steady progress in NGS technologies, the current implementations face substantial 24 scalability limitations. Here we present EPA-ng, a complete reimplementation of the EPA 25 that is substantially faster, offers a distributed memory parallelization, and integrates 26 concepts from both, RAxML-EPA, and pplacer. EPA-ng can be executed on standard 27 shared memory, as well as on distributed memory systems (e.g., computing clusters). To 28 demonstrate the scalability of EPA-ng we placed 1 billion metagenetic reads from the 29 Tara Oceans Project onto a reference tree with 3,748 taxa in just under 7 hours, using 30 2,048 cores. Our performance assessment shows that EPA-ng outperforms RAxML-EPA 31 and pplacer by up to a factor of 30 in sequential execution mode, while attaining 32 comparable parallel efficiency on shared memory systems. We further show that the 33 distributed memory parallelization of EPA-ng scales well up to 3,520 cores. EPA-ng is 34 available under the AGPLv3 license: https://github.com/Pbdas/epa-ng 35 (Keywords: phylogenetics; phylogenetic placement; metagenomics; metabarcoding; 36 microbiome) 37 In the last decade, advances in genetic sequencing technologies have drastically 38 reduced the price for decoding DNA and dramatically increased the amount of available 39 DNA data. The Tara Oceans Project (Sunagawa et al. 2015), for example, has generated 40 hundreds of billions of environmental sequences. Moreover, sequencing costs are decreasing 41
nodes. Such hybrid parallelization approaches typically reduce MPI related overheads and 92 yield improved data locality (Rabenseifner et al. 2009 ). 93 Figure 1 illustrates how EPA-ng utilizes hybrid parallelism. In hybrid mode, 94 EPA-ng splits the input QS into parts of equal size, such that each MPI-Rank has an 95 equal number of QS to place on the tree. No synchronization is required to achieve this, as 96 each rank computes which part of the data it should process from its rank number and the 97 overall input size.
98
For within-node parallelization, we use OpenMP. Here, each thread works on a 99 subset of QS and branches.
100

Evaluation
101
We used three empirical data sets to evaluate and verify EPA-ng, the neotrop data shows the parallelization strategy on the level of multiple MPI-Ranks, in this case each assigned to a socket of a node. Each MPI-Rank processes a distinct subset of QS from the input file, and does so in chunks of a given size. When a chunk of QS has been successfully placed the result is written to a global jplace output file, using collective MPI File I/O write operations. b) shows the parallelization strategy within each MPI-Rank (in this case: one complete CPU socket). The given subset of the binary input file is read asynchronously by a dedicated input thread, which allows prefetching of one chunk during computation of another. All actual placement work is then split across as many OpenMP worker threads as the user specified (in this case as many as there are physical cores on the socket). Finally, a dedicated output thread writes the per-chunk results to a file, which again allows overlapping of computation and I/O. pplacers results to verify that our implementation works correctly. We provide a detailed 115 description of the methods deployed for verification and the respective results in the 116 supplement.
117
Overall, we find that EPA-ng consistently produces results that are situated, on Figure 3 : Weak Scaling Parallel Efficiency plot of EPA-ng on a medium-sized cluster. Input files with sizes ranging from ten thousand (10K) to one billion (1B) query sequences. Three different configurations are shown: thorough, meaning no preplacement of masking heuristic was employed, preplace where only the preplacement heuristic was used, and default where both masking and preplacement were employed.
